One of a Kind Handmade Tiles
Southern Art Ceramics

1-1 Fresh As The Morning Dew
R50.00
What is the approximate size of this arttile?
100 x 100 x 10mm
If the size is critical please request accurate measurements of your favourite tile.
What is this arttile going to do for me?
These arttiles with their classically rendered herbs are evergreen and so popular creating a happy
and homely corner in your home.
Any contemporary kitchen, from classical to country style or even the modern kitchen with special
â€œmodernised herb conceptsâ€• will be enriched with arttiles from Southern Art Ceramic Design.
Your family kitchen will be an extension of your herb garden and the healthy lifestyle suggested by
your kitchen will be enhanced with the soft creams, greens so important for calm and relaxed
interiors.
Some of the concepts use tactile surfaces to add an extra dimension to the tiles. We can introduce
crackling techniques and ink it to blend with antique and contemporary paint finishes or we can
press herbs and use stronger colours to suit modern interiors.
If you use these arttiles as an insert or with other customized tiles from Southern Art Ceramics you
can be sure that it will revive and refresh any of your treasured environments.
Where have clients used these tiles before?
MOSTLY IN KITCHENS: These popular herb images are usually used with a 1 in 5 ratio with our plain
customized tiles to match or as inserts with cheaper mass-produced commercial tiles.
AS A GIFT: For the avid cook or gardener, give them one or more herb arttiles to be used in their
special place, tiled or framed
Can I customise these arttiles?
Yes, the size, shape, colour and/or decoration can be customized. Ask for your favourite animal and
we shall gladly paint it for you.
Delft style or contemporised corner designs can be used in the design.
Request a quote for your dream tile to be created.
Do you have any special notes regarding these tiles?
These tiles are fired to stoneware temperatures, and are suited for floors and walls.
The tiles are hand castÂ with smooth edges and with a gentle convex surface.
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Customer Reviews: There are yet no reviews for this product.
Please log in to write a review.
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